Greene inaugurated as the College's 20th president
On Saturday, Sept. 13. the
College installed its 20th president , David A. Greene. Rival ing the Bicentennial celebration
of 2013, the College 's inaugural
celebration filled this past weekend with festivities.
The celebration began on September 12th with a series of brief
firesentations by six of the Colege's faculty members. Ranging
from adventure and love in anthropology to restoring endangered species, the talks covered a
broad spectrum of unique topics.
To conclude the six presentations ,
Greene led a discussion between
the speakers, highlig hting the
common threads between the
talks. He noted the importance
of humility that professors all
discussed in their presentations ,
and was grateful that their sense
of values and priorities were so
grounded. "Humility is a word
I haven't heard in the past 20
years," he joked.
"It s important to note that our
faculty could be anywhere, but
they choose to be here," Greene
said. He noted that each of the
speakers and their colleagues are
greatl y established in their respective fields, and how that can
be such a benefit to students. He
followed up by asking the panel
how they balance, their own research with their work in teach ing others in the lab. Faculty
representatives admitted that, at
times, it 's frustrating to train a

student for four years and then
lose the partnership and work
ethic when the student leaves the
College. "Colby students have
an annoying habit of matriculating on time almost all the time,"
Dr. Frank and Theodora Miselis
Professor of Chemistry D. Whitney King said , and the rest of the
panel laughed and nodded their
heads in accordance.
In the evening, the College
hosted a dessert reception followed by fireworks that were visible in the sky above the Davis
Science Center.
Festivities on the 21st began
with a student showcase to present important research from the
College's student bod y. The showcase revolved around research
projects that were conducted over
the summer, and research groups
broug ht posters to the Diamond
Atrium as administration , alumni, professors , and fellow students
inquired about their work.
Concurrent with the showcase
was a panel discussion entitled
"The Role of Liberal Arts in Developing Future Leaders: Toward
a More Engaged—and CivilCitizenry." The panel featured
the honorary degree recipients
whom Greene honored during
the inauguration. The recipients
included the Director of the Institute of Politics at the University of
Chicago David Axelrod, United
States Senator from Maine Susan
Collins, Emily Hargroves Fisher
Professor of Education at the
Harvard Graduate School of Education Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot
and President of the University of
Chicago Robert I. Zimmer.
William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of Government Sand y Maisel
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moderated the discussion. The
overarching theme of the talk was
the role a college plays in preparing tomorrow's leaders, with specific attention to bipartisanship
and the best ways for people to
talk about their differences while
maintaining a commitment to civility and discourse.
All four speakers championed
the importance of open and re-
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spectful dialogue. LawrenceLig htfoot said that "good liberal
arts classrooms are places of diversity of all kinds...good teach ers provide a safe place to listen to
the differences." Zimmer echoed
this sentiment , hig hlighting the
importance of listening to others while also being able to turn
a critical eye to ones own arguments ad beliefs. He spoke of the
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power of "the temptation to succumb to simplicity," saying that
one must accept the complexity
of all issues in order understand
them full y.
Collins narrowed the definition of productive discussion ,
articulating that "civility does
not mean meaning less discussion devoid of...passion .... Jit 's
a] search for common ground."
She exp lained the trend in today 's government that rewards
individuals who make personal
attacks against others.
Axelrod too cited this phenomenon and said that the "postwar generation felt they could
disagree strongly...and still be
civil. He said that today 's young
people "care deeply about the
world...[but have] deep skepticism about whether politics is
the way to [make change]." Axel rod specifically addressed the
"young people" in the room saying, "Congress is going to meet
with or without you ' and said that
the goal is to get bright young
people into the arena of politics
and nud ge the government in the
right direction.
The panelists also discussed the
concept of "comfort " in the classroom and explained that a liberal
arts education is not meant to be
comfortable. They said a classroom can still be a safe place, even
when people are disagreeing, and
constant comfort means that students aren't being challenged or
pushed to consider new ideas.
The pinnacle event of the weekend took place at 2 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 13. The Installation
Ceremony featured numerous
speakers, each welcoming Greene
to the College community. Stu-

dent representatives of dozens
of countries carried the flags of
their nations which subsequently
lined the walkway surrounding
the stage area. Individuals spoke
on behalf of the many facets of
the College community including
representatives for the students,
alumni, faculty, staff, the Board of
Trustees and Waterville citizens.
In a speech following his official installation , Greene outlined his ideals for the future of
the College: "We do not need to
defend the liberal arts ," he said.
Greene explained that "articulating and defending the importance
of liberal arts is not enough," but
that the College must be read y to
evolve and can't be insular. He
said "the Colby degree must continue to represent the most rigorous liberal arts program. Some
of his main objectives included
increasing the College's funding in order to exceed the evolving expectations the country has
of hi gher education institutions
and ensuring that the College is a
"highly networked institution" so
that graduates will have no shortage of connections in the world.
Greene also reflected on the
importance of the relationship
between the College and Waterville , stating that "ingredients are
alread y there for a renaissance of
this city," and that the College can
play a major role in helping to
catalyze that reinvi goration. Mayor Karen Heck [year] outlined
similar hopes for the continued
partnership between Waterville
and the Hill. Greene concluded
his speech with intense optimism
for the College's future, stating
"This is Colby^s moment. This is
Colby 's time."
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Calif ornia's "yes means y es" Risen to receive
consent billvs. College p olicythe Lovejoy award
BY CHRISTINA DONG
Asst. News Editor
The California State Senate passed
a law last month requiring all universities to implement "affirmative consent " language in their sexual assault
policies and definitions of consensual sex. The measure is part of a nationwide initiative to reduce sexual
assault on college campuses.
The state senate voted unanimously in favor of the legislation referred to as the "yes-means-yes™ bill..
The bill defines sexual consent as an
"affirmative, conscious and voluntary
agreement " Silence or lack of resistance does not constitute consent,
nor do drugs and alcohol justif y unwanted sex, the bill states.
Governor of California Jerry
Brown has until the end of this
month to sign the bill. If signed into
taw , it would mark the first time a
ULS state requires affirmative language at the core of college sexual
assault policies, said Claire Con lon . spokeswoman for State Senator
Kevin De Leon , who championed
the legislation.
No California college or university openl y opposed the bill. However, opponents of the bill feel it
crosses political boundaries and
could lead universities to additional legal disputes.
Universities nationwide have
joined California in taking steps to
push sexual consent policies beyond
"no-means-no" For example. Harvard University said in July that it has
created an office for the investigation

of all sexual assault claims, and that
it will lower the standard of evidence
for consideration of assault cases.
Over the summer, the College
made multiple adjustments to the
way the College addresses sexual
violence, including new student-led
Sexual Violence Education Workshops for first-years and sophomores.
"The workshops will allow students to hear from their peers rather
than being lectured at by adults." said
Grace DeNoon '15, a facilitator of the
new workshops. "I believe this will
make students more responsive and
hopefully less reluctant to listen."
The workshops will stress two important terms that the College uses:
'Sexual Misconduct " and Sexual
Consent." "Sexual Misconduct" is the
umbrella term the College uses "so
that no one's individual experience is
diminished or overlooked because of
dangerous myths about what constitutes sexual violence," DeNoon said.
The College's Sexual Misconduct
Student Guide states that "at Colby, we value sexual activity that is
consensual and we consider sexual
behaviours that are unwanted, [...]
nonconsensual, and make people
feel unsafe or powerless to be Sexual Misconduct."
As for "Sexual Consent," Colby's defines the term as "informed, freely and
actively given agreement, communicated by clearly understandable words
or actions, to participate in each form
of sexual activity" The College's definition of consent echoes the new "yesmeans-yes" bill in California.
"It is my belief that a 'no-meansno ' approach takes too much power

and agency away from the survivor
[... ] and in a way suggests that it is
their fault is they did not , or were
unable to, say no or fi ght back. [...J
'Yes-means-yes allows for instances when the survivor felt powerless,
because of coercion or alcohol , to
say no. [It] places the blame and
onus on the perpetrator rather than
on their target," DeNoon said.
"I believe that Colby needs to
more firml y adopt this policy as a
way to protect survivors and also
help prevent sexual violence in the
first place," she added- "By clearly
outlining what consent is, even in
as simple a phrase as ' yes-meansyes,' [...] we can prevent many
people from becoming perpetrators or victims."
In addition to the changes in
sexual violence education for students , the College implemented
another change this summer pertaining to the review of sexual
violence cases. Starting this year,
the College will involve an outside
investi gator in all cases of alleged
sexual violence. These changes to
education and case handling "are
some of the first of their kind , putting Colby ahead of [many other]
schools," DeNoon said. "These
seemingly small changes are, in
my belief, a massive leap in the
ri ght direction."
In May, the U.S. Department
of Education released a list of 55
colleges under investigation for
Title IX violations in the handling
of sexual assault or sexual harassment. The list did not include any
Maine colleges.

Althoug h the law was overturned
on technical grounds in August ,
backers have vowed to push a
new version. Byarugaba and her
group have promised to keep resisting such political attacks.
Despite being onl y 27 years
old , Byarugaba is exceptionall y
accomplished. She hel ped organize Uganda 's first gay pride
event and has joined the Refu gee Law Project , an organization
currentl y under investigation
b y the Ugandan government. In
2011, the U.S. State Department
granted her the Human Rig hts
Defenders award.
Last winter, a popular Ugandan tabloid released Byarugabas LGBT identity to the public
against her will just after the antigay bill became law The newspaper described her as a "gay recruiter." Just a few years ago, a similar
tabloid targeted David Kato, a
prominent gay rig hts activist in
Uganda who then was a candidate
for the Oak Fellowship. He was
later murdered in his home. As
both a lesbian and a human rig hts
activist. Byarugaba has received
many p hysical threats and has
had to move several times to remain safe. Her famil y rejected her
due to her sexual orientation, but
she continues to persevere despite
the challenges.

Associate Professor of Government and faculty director for the
Oak Institute , Walter Hatch , said
Byarugaba began cry ing when he
told her by phone that she won
the 2014 Fellowship. "You just
saved my life ," she said. Hatch
demurred , saying the new Oak
Fellow is the one saving lives.
Byarugaba 's presence on campus this fall offers an exciting
opportunity for the local community to learn about human
rig hts , especiall y LGBT ri ghts,
in Uganda and around the world.
Upcoming Oak events include a
showing of the film "God Loves
Uganda ' and a visit from Roger
Ross Williams, the film 's director , on Oct. 15, as well as a spoken word performance by "Sister
Outsider ," featuring two of the
world's leading female slam poets , to take place on Nov. 5. In the
spring, the Oak Student Committee , led by co-chairs Grace
DeNoon ' 15 and Divya Bisht "15 .
will continue the conversation
on LGBT rights throug h lectures , documentary screenings
and other events.
Katie Allan is an assistant to the
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The College 's Oak Institute for
the Stud y of International Human Rig hts has broug ht a human
rig hts fellow to-eampus for every
fall semester since 1998. This
year, the Institut e selected Clare
Byarugaba to teach a seminar and
educate students throu g h her own
personal experience. A lesbian
activist from Uganda, where politicians have been tr ying to criminalize homosexuality. Byarugaba
is the co-coordinator ol the Civil
Society Coalition on H u m a n
Rig hts and Constitutional I.aw, an
organization that defends members of the LGBT community
The Institute organizes lectures and other events to introduce students , facult y and staff,
along with members of the midMaine community, to a specifi c
human rig hts strugg le. This semester 's focus is gender and sexual diversity, making Byarugaba
and her work apt choice.
The fellow 's work as an LGBT
activist focuses mainly on her
home country 's recent discriminatory laws. In Feb., Uganda enacted legislation to penalize "homosexual activity " and efforts to
promote or defend such activity.
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BY CHRISTINA DONG
Asst. News Editor
The Colleges Lovejoy selection committee has chosen New York Times investigativereporter James Risen as the
recipientof the 2014 Lovejoy Awardfor
courageous journalism. Risen is currently facing jail time for refusing to reveal sources on a failed CIA operation.
He will receivethe awardand an honorary Colby doctorate at a formal convocation Sunday, Oct 5 following the annual journalism conference sponsored
by the Goldfarb Center.
Past winners of the Lovejoy Award
include Bob Woodwardof the Washington Post, David Halberstam, Anne
Hull of the Washington Post, and
John Burns of the New York Times.
In 2013, investigative reporter A.C.
Thompson of ProPublica received
the award for his work leading to
federal charges against seven New
Orleans police officers for shootings
of civilians in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.
Recognized as one of the most
prominent reporters of the 21st century.Risen received the 2006 Pulitzer
Prize for National Reporting with his
reporting partner Eric Uchtblau for
their stories on domestic eavesdropping, as well as the 2002 Pulitzer for
Explanatory Reporting for his team's
post 9/11 coverage. He is also the
author of four books, one of which
is the impetus of a six-year-long judicial battle that could land Risen in
jail as soon as this fall.
Currently, Risen is under threat
of incarceration by the U.S. Department of Justice for refusing to reveal
a confidential source used in his 2006
book. State of War: The Secret History of the CIA and the Bush Administration. The federal government
wants Risen to testify against former
CIA official Jeffrey Sterling, accused

of leaking information about the
failed operation against Iran's nuclear
program described in one chapter of
the book.
Risen's subpoena originally expired in 2009, but the Obama administration renewed it and continues the effort to compel Risen
to testify. The case most recently
made the news in June when the
Supreme Court refused Risen's request for intervention.
Meanwhile, he remains steadfast in
the name of journalism, and boldly
described Obama as "the greatest
enemy to press freedom in a generation," to New York Times columnist
Maureen Dowd last month. Risen
has vowed that he is prepared to go
to jail—and has already chosen which
books he will take with him.
Risen was selected as the recipient of this year s Lovejoy Award not
only for his contributions to national
security reporting, but also for his
"courage in his commitment to protect his sources and combat pressures
that would undermine his work and
that of other journalists," said Ann
Marie Lipinski, chair of the Lovejoy
selection committee and curator of
the Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard University.
The College has bestowed the
Lovejoy Award to a noteworthy journalist each year since 1952 in memory of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, Colby's
valedictorian in 1826 and an abolitionist newspaper publisher. Lovejoy
was killed in 1837 for denouncing
slavery and defending his right to
publish, earning him John Quincy
Adams' recognition as America's first
martyr to freedom of the press.
Risen will receive the Lovejoy
award and deliver a speech to the
Colby community at Lovejoy Convocation on Sunday, Oct. 5 at 5:00 p.m.
in Lorimer Chapel. The event is open
to the public.

Bear hunting challenged on November ballot
BY DAVD DNIOOLA
Co-Editor-in-Chief
For over30 years, Maine Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (IFW)
Biologist Randy Cross has devoted his
life to the study of Maine's bear population. Having spent over 150 days in the
held and closely monitoring the health
and behavior of some individual animals for over25 years,Crosspassionately describes his work as the proverbial
finger on the puke of the bear population!' This population,however, is perhaps the most hotly debated question
on the State's Novemberballot
In 1975, IFW began a 40-yearstudy
to examineMaine'sblack bears.The information collected from the project is
used to maintain balance between the
bearpopulation and available resources. The population has been growing
steadily, but Cross asserted that "black
bears in Maine are very healthy, living
in balance with the habitat's ability to
provide sufficient food as a result of
managing the population well below
carrying capacity^
Bear hunting is a longstanding tradition in many Maine communities, and
Maine is the only state to allow all three
methodsof trapping:baiting, hounding,
and fair chase. Roughly every fifteen
years, Maineresidentshave the opportunity to help IFW set goalsfor a target
bear population and regulate hunting
laws to reduce detrimental bear-human
interactions.Existing regulationswill be
addressed in Question 1 on the State's
Nov.ballot According to IFW, Question 1 asks votersif they wantto banthe
use of bait, dogs or trapsin bear hunting
except to protect property,public safety,
or for research.
Ten years ago Maine voters were
posed with a similar question.A similar
level of friction accompanied the 2004
referendum, as conservative parties
won by a narrow margin of five percent This year's referendum, proposed
by animal advocacy groups like the
Wildlife Alliance of Maine as well as the
Humane Society of the United States
(HSUS), asserts that baiting and hounding hunting methodsare inhumane as
wdlas foeftective.

"Other states with large bear populations and strong hunting traditions,
including Washington, Colorado and
Oregon, nave effectively managed their
bear populations after banning all of
these practices," said Katie Hansberry,
State Director at the Maine Chapter
of HSUS. "Not only did they see their
bear populations remaining relatively
stable and no significant increase in
nuisance complaints, they also had
the number of bear hunting licenses
double or triple as many more hunters sought to engage in fair chase bear
hunts. This generated more revenue
for those states. Responsible and humane bear management works."
Hansberry believes that IFW may
be, in part, responsible for the bears'
problematic presence in Maine. When
voters were posed the same question
ten years ago, the bear population was
roughly 23,000 with an annual average of about 400 nuisance complaints.
Since then, the population has jumped
to 30,000 with a 25 percent increase in
reported incidents (or an average of 500
peryear).
In particular, Hansberry criticized
the primary baiting practice—known
colloquially as the "jelly doughnut
law"—as contributing to the problem.
For weeks leading up to the actual hunt ,
Maine hunters dump tons of old junk
food in the woods, hoping to snare an
adult blackbear in a nearby restraint
"As demonstrated by Maine's own
data, dumping seven million pounds
of donuts, pizza, and rotting food into
the woods each yearhabituates bearsto
human food ana grows the population,"
Hansberrysaid, that's why every responsible wildlife agencysays'don't feed
the bears.
' Its illogical to say that and
then carve out an exception that allows
the feeding of bears on a grand scale."
Cross, however, disagrees. While
proponents of the change have repeatedly stated that anthropogenic food
draws bears into human settlements,
Cross explained that baitingmay in fact
have the oppositeeffect "Bait hunting
removes those bears that are the feast
sensitive to human presence. These
bears are willing to expose themselves
during daybght in an area where there is
some human scent despitethe hunters

attempts to minimize scent contamma
tion of the area," Cross said. "The most
bold and aggressive bears get removed
and the most submissive and shy—
showing the greatest human avoidance
behavior—live."
Despite the intense debate surrounding the environmental and biological
factors driving this referendum, the
conversation itself does not differ much
from the one ten years ago. In feet, the
issue has served to rehash many of the
old issues surrounding the 2004 debate
and highlight the intense cultural divide
betweenMaines southern cities and the
rural counties of the north.
"Theres quite a difference between
Southern Maine and Northern Maine,"
said Steve Jandreau, owner of Wildlife
Artistry, a taxidermy shop in Portage
Lake, Maine. Tm sure this is going to
be a big issue with the vote because a
lot of people in Cumberland County
don't have to deal with the bearsthe way
we do in Northern Maine. We're the
ones with the bear habitat and they've
sprawled out and taken over it."
Wildlife Artistryis one of Aroostooks
most prestigious taxidermy shops. Catering to over 30 hunting outfitters in
the North Maine Woodsand providing
products nationally, Jandreau's business
is a leader in a sizable niche gamemarket, whichbringsin over $60,000,000 to
the State annually.
"It would definitely put me out of
businessif we losethe bearreferendum,"
Jandreau said. "75 to 85 percent of my
work involves black bears, and the majority of that moneyis coming from outof-state—which, for this area of Maine,
is virtually unheardof'
Many of Jandeau's suppliers and partnersare also from the region. Any loss
of business for Jandreau would, as he
suggests,"trickle down the line."
of the outfitters and lodges
^ lot
are family-run, and some of them are
handed down from generation to generation," Jandreau said. "The majority of
their business is bear hunting and they
couldn't survive without it"
Jandreaualso noted that the number
of hunters has beendown sincethe beginning of the 2008 recession,and the
repercussions have had led to tangible
consequences for the residenceof Por-

tage Lake. Theres been multiple cases
of dumpsters being flipped over—including my own—ana trash being
spread about And theres a couple who
havea house just off the lake in Portage,
and they ended up having to shoot a
bear that was in their garage."
While Cross allegesthat IFW is not
politically motivated by the economic
factors of this debate, he notes the cultural divide as a key contributing factor. "I think it's fair to say that most
people in Maine are voting on something that they have not participated
in, and without that perspective, it's
hard to understand what really happens," he said.
That being said, Cross also has the
welfare of both Maine residents and
Maine bears at heart "What concerns
me most is what will happen to the
bear population if the referendum
passes. Most bearswul die of starvation, which I can tell you is a terrible
death and not the waywe want to man-

age our bear population."
Still, proponents of Question 1 are
unconvinced that baitingis an effective
way to manage the population. "Ending these practices is a win-win for
Maine, as other states with large bear
populations and strong hunting traditions have done so and seen their bear
populations and nuisance complaints
become relatively stable," Hansberry
said. "Dumping 7 million pounds
of rotting human junk food into the
woods every year™ is precisely the
worst way to manage bears if you want
to minimizeconflicts with people."
Looking ahead to Nov. 4, both parties agree that this decision cannot be
taken lightly and have urged voters
to research thoroughly before checking any boxes, "f Voters should] look
deeply into this issuebefore checking a
box. Cross said. "This decision is not
a simple one.Try to base your vote on
real information and make your vote
an educatedvote."

Climate change hits home Councilcandidatewas
BY SAVANNAH JUDGE
Local News Editor
A statistic recently approved by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
says that the Gulf of Maine is
warming faster than 99 percent of
the world's oceans. Scientists calculated this figure based on satellite data.
The Gulf of Maine encompasses
inshore and offshore waters from
Cape Cod, Massachusetts to southern Nova Scotia and includes some
of the most productive commercial
fisheries in the world. Shallow areas like Georges Bank surround
the Gulf of Maine, physically dis-

tinguishing this area from the rest
of the Northwest Atlantic.
According to a 2009 assessment of the States climate future
by the University of Maine, the
Gulf's unique geographic location may contribute to its vulnerability with respect to climate
change. Temperature, salinity
and nutrient availability in the
Gulf of Maine largely depend on
the source of the currents flowing
into the area from other places.
Climate change is expected to
cause increased precipitation and
melting in the Arctic , creating an
influx of fresher water from the
north that has interrupted ecological dynamics in the Gulf in

the past.
Long-term data collection has
hel ped scientists track local changes in the Gulf of Maine over time.
For example, temperature data
have been collected for 100 years
in Boothbay Harbor. According
to these records, the temperature
of the surface water has increased
approximatel y two degrees Fahrenheit since 1970.
Increasing ocean temperatures
also contribute to sea level rise.
As the water warms, it also expands. According to historical
tide gauge data , the local sea level
in Portland has risen ei ght inches
since 1912.
While the iconic rocky coasts
of Maine may make the state appear less vulnerable to erosion
and flooding, at least one scientist
has noticed the effects of sea level
rise in a different context. Diane
Cowan , founder and executive director of the Lobster Conservancy,
has studied lobsters on Friendship
Long Island for twenty years. Today
the site is now frequentl y inaccessible because the water is too hi gh.
Going forward, the species we
have come to know as valuable
stap les such as lobster, herring and
shrimp may be at risk due to the effects of climate change in the Gulf
of Maine.
Having been branded the "poster
child" for climate change, the Gulf
of Maine will likely garner more attention from scientists and citizens
looking to understand and predict
possible effects of climate change
in the years to come.

behindWatervillerally
BY SAVANNAH JUDGE
Local News Editor
This year's race for Waterville City
Council received some unexpected
publicity that started with a group
of picketers and ended on YouTube.
On Tuesday, Sept 2, the Morning
Sentinel reported on a small rally at
the intersection of Main and Elm
Streets by Post Office Square that
began on Monday, Sept. 1.
Picketers distributed fliers and
held printed signs with phrases such
as "Innocent until proven guilty,"
"Support our police: Pray for peace"
and No vigilante justice: Know the
facts!" in response to the fatal shooting of 18-year-old Michael Brown
by police Officer Darren Wilson
in Ferguson , Missouri on Aug. 9.
Browns death has sparked protests ,
federal investigations and a nationwide debate on race and the police.
According to the Morning Sentinel , picketers declined to say who
organized the rally, but identified
the person as a friend of theirs.
Two days later, Waterville City
Council candidate Jibryne Karter III
released a YouTube video in which
be identified himself as the rally organizer and explained his reasoning
for remaining anonymous. Karter
released the video in direct response
lo the article in the Morning Sentinel.
In the four-minute-long YouTube
address, Karter states that , "The
purpose of this demonstration was

to promote our right to be innocent
until proven guilty. Officer Wilson
has not yet had a trial and the facts
are not all known. Doesn't Officer
Wilson deserve the same kind of
rights we all enjoy as Americans?"
The video, called "Ferguson rally
organizer goes on record, has about
200 views. According to his YouTube profile, Karter has had a YouTube channel since 2007 and currently has ten subscribers.
"According to accurate sources,
Brown not only initiated the attack
on officer Wilson, but tried to take
his gun from him," Karter said in the
video. Later in the video, he said, "It
is the courts that will help present
us the facts and that is when we will
know when Michael Brown is a victim or a vigilante," he said.
In response lo the question of why
he remained anonymous in organizing the rally, Karter said, "the fact is
that I did not want to take away from
the message. I wanted to avoid appearing as if I was using this as an
opportunity to gain campaign awareness for my running for city council.. .In the end, by not being present
thoug h, it appears that I have made
the story more about who's behind
this rather than remembering what
the event was actuall y about."
The City Council is Waterville 's
governing board. The Council is
made up of seven members. Karter
is running against incumbent Dana
Bushee to represent Ward 6 in the
Nov. 4 election.

Student spends summer in Ebola-stricken Liberia

BY GRACE BALDWIN
Co-Features Editor
The ongoing Ebola crisis in West
Africa is the largest-everdocumented
outbreak of the deadly and frightening
disease. Few Americans have witnessed
and fully understood the impact of the
recent outbreak. However, for Leah
Breen ' 15. who spent her summer interning in Liberia, she experienced firsthand the multidimensional impact of
the Ebola crisis.
As a government and global studies major, Breen spent the Summer of
2013 in Kashmir (a current conflict region). Breen is particularly fascinated
by stuyding post-conflict countries,
state building and international development. She was interested in traveling
to West Africa because she had taken
classes related to the region and wanted
to observe development in an African
post-conflict state.
Breen traveled to Liberia indepen
dentl y with the help of funding from
the College and found housing through
a Ubenan advertisement "I lived with
two Ubenan women who were sisters.
One was very active in ending the civil
war that lasted from 1989 to 2003. She
Was involved with a civil society organization that pushed rebel leaders to sign
a peace agreement," Breen said.
While in Liberia . Breen worked
as an intern for Building Markets,
an organization that helps conflict-

prone countries create jobs and sustain peace by helping to connect local
businesses to domestic, regional and
global supply chains.
Breen's work revolved around communications and research, specifically
interviewing Liberian business owners
who use Building Markets' services. "I
was able to meet many Liberians and
enter into different networks of people
involved in politics That gave me a very
interesting perspective on how citizens
view society and their government,"
Breen said
At first, after hearing of the Ebola
outbreak, Breen was worried it would
impact her ability to intern in Liberia.
She discussed her concerns with Assistant Professor of Government Laura
Seay who specializes in the politics of
African countries.
"Professor Laura Seay said that it
would be extremely unlikely for me to
come into contact with Ebola because
then [March] the numbers were very
low and Ebola was concentrated in rural regions far from the capital, where I
would be living," Breen said.
However, by the time Breen arrived
in Liberia, the crisis had severely escalated Breen arrived in Liberia on June
14th , around the time Ebola reached
Monrovia, the capital of Liberia and
where Breen was interning. In fact, due
to the increasing spread of the virus
Peace Corps volunteers were evacuated
in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea a

week before she arrived in West Africa.
"1 didn't become very concerned
until mid-July when I started receiving
alerts from the US embassy,when major hospitals shut down, when nurses
started striking and leading doctors
died, when an Ebola victims relative
burned down a floor of the Ministry of
Health—right around the comer from
where I was living, and when I met Liberians who were spreading conspiracy
theories about Ebola and saying that it
wasn't real, and when citizens started attacking healthworkers," Breen said
With 85% of Liberians living below
the international poverty line, Breen
witnessed an alread y fragile country become shattered by the health crisis.
"The Liberian government although
its resources were limited, did not adequately respond to the crisis when
Ebola initially arrived in the country.
Some Liberians have told me that the
government didn't implement adequate
disease containment and prevention
measures until they were able to get in ¦
ternational assistance, which reflects the
Liberian governments international aid
dependency^ Breen said.
Since the end of their civil war in
2003. Liberia has been graduall y recovering, trying to grow its economy
and increase its government resources.
Much of this growth can be attributed
to international aid
"Because Liberia is a post-conflict
state, the government often relies on in-

ternational NGOs and international institutions and governments to respond
to social, economic and healthcare issues," Breen said.
The cost of the Ebola outbreak cannot be measured simply by its death
count, which is over 2,400 people of the
4,784 diagnosed cases, but only in conjunction with its extreme economic and
social impacts that reach well beyond
the virus' mortality rate.
"The crisis has caused businesses to
shut down or slow, international investments have come to a halt, and with
the costs of food rising, many families
are struggling to eat" Breen wrote in an
article for the Washington Post titled
"Fighting Ebola, Liberia's 'Invisible
Rebel.'" Breen wrote the article in August after returning to the U.S.. Professor Laura Seay posted the article on the
Monkey Cage, a political science blog
for the Washington Post, to which Seay
regularly contributes.
Breen saw how the virus impacted
Liberians with whom she was dose:
"My housemates brother got into a motorcycle accident and was bleeding for
18 hours but could not go to a doctor...
Airlines have canceled flights, there is
no way to get out of Liberia. It can be a
death sentence, and the citizens cannot
do anything to change the situation."
Additionally, Breen becamesick during the end of her internshipand experienced first-hand the impact of the crisis. "I couldn't go to the hospital, so 1 just
had to wait it out for ten days. I had different symptoms than Ebola, so I wasn't
worried about that, but it really hit me
knowing that 1 was sick but couldn't
do anything about it and couldn't get a
proper diagnosis or medication. I just
had to hope I would get better," Breen
said "Most Liberian citizens don't have
the option to go to the U.S. and get high
quality health care. A lot of people have
died from non-Ebola illness or injury.
Without an intact health care system,
the country cannot function ," she said
By mid- August Doctors without Borders said that the situation in Monrovia
was "catastrophic" and "deteriorating
dail y' and the crisis has only continued
to worsen. Without an available vaccine and only minimal local and global
healthcare resources, there is no answer
in sight to resolving the outbreak.
Additionally, "There are not enough
West African doctors and this is a disease that affects 'poor Africans,' meaning there is no market for a vaccine and
no incentive for Western researchers to

develop a vaccine," Breen said.
Some experimental drugs and treatments do exist, such as ZMapp, but
are not available for mass distribution
However, the drugs were given to two
American citizens who contracted the
disease. "The American health workers' passportprivilege enabled them top
medical treatment in the US, but thousands of West Africans aren't so lucky,"
Breen said
"Especially because of globalization,
it is in the interest of the global community to have healthy people in all countries. We can't keep lookingat Ebola as a
disease that 's limited to the poor in rural
Africa because ultimately this is having
an impact on the global economy and
global health stability." Breen said.
While the Ebola outbreak has had a
severe short-term impact this crisis will
also have lasting impacts on the country's progress and development from an
economic and societal standpoint. "It is
so multilayered; in order for the crisis
to be addressed , not only healthcare issues but also cultural and political issues
need to be tackled," Breen said
Despite the devastation of the disease, that has not discouraged Liberian
citizen's from helping to fight the crisis.
The independent efforts of the citizens
and theirdetermination struck Breen.
"There are some Liberian groups
responding in their own ways, and
although they might not have great
resources, they are determined to
contribute to Ebola's end," Breen said,
and continued, "I have one Liberian
friend who donated $900 in food because quarantined communities were
starving. Another Liberian friend runs
a film NGO and is leading response
and awareness initiatives. My Liberian
housemate is volunteering at an Ebola
emergency hotline call center. I know
others at radio stations investing in
Ebola awareness songs and programs."
Although, the mass media has
barely touched upon the efforts of
the citizens of Liberia and other
countries afflicted by the disease,
Breen recognized the importance of
their role in fighting the virus. "It is
important to acknowledge the local
people who are responding to the
crisis, even with limited resources.
Many Liberian citizens have the desire to make positive change that
will reverse Ebola's devastation, but
stronger tools, skills, knowledge, resources and money would advance
current local initiatives."

Bates Alumnus travels the world by canoe and bike
B Y GRACE BALDWIN
Co-Features Editor

Developing a love and appreciation for challenge was the main
message b e h i n d / a n d M a r t i n 's pre sentation titled "Around the World
b) H u m a n Power." Assistant Director of Campus Life and the Director of Outdoor Education Ryan
Linehan and the Colby O u t i n g Club
(COC) broug ht M a r t i n to campus
on Sept . 9.
M a r t i n majored in History at
Bates College and was the Vice President for t h e Bates O u t i n g Club. He
was known around campus for his
passion for the outdoors.
After g r a d u a t i n g from Bates in
2008, M a r t i n decided to canoe
across North America. "T a l e n t is
b u l l s h i t . What defines you is effort, " M a r t i n said d u r i n g the i n t r o d u c t i o n of his presentation at t h e
College. He proceeded to show a
shdeshow of the "America 's River
Expedition " his canoe trip across
North A m e r i c a n .
"In 2009 and 2010. I paddled
4.300 miles from Portland , Oregon
to Portland. Maine," Martin wrote
on his website. 1 gained a new connection and a strengthened appre
elation of America and Americans,
and was luck y enough to travel by
my own power through some of
the most beautiful places on Earth ,"
M a r t i n wrote on his website. Following M a r t i n 's trek across America,
he was named the "2011 Adventurer
of the Year by Outdoor Magazine."
M a r t i n immediatel y began plann i n g an expedition throug h Eu-

rope as soon as he returned from
his year-long North American
trip. "Upon the successful comp letion of one challenge, it makes you
t h i r s t y for another." M a r t i n said
The "Trans-huropa Canoe Expedition " was the second t r i p that Martin discussed and showed images of
d u r i n g his presentation.
M a r t i n 's pictures d e m o n s t r a t ed his love for h i s t o r y and what
drives h i m to comp lete these large
trips. From seeing " the R o m a n i a n
M o u n t Rushmore ' to canoeing on
the Black Sea. t h r o u g h his travels
M a r t i n has clearl y expanded his
knowled ge and gained appreciation
for many countries of the world
t h r o u g h a unique perspective.
"We paddled the river of history,
always in awe at the peop led histories that faded in and out of the fog."
M a r t i n conluded his online Europa
expedition write-up.
In addition to the rich history of
Martin 's destinations , he made it
clear that his trips were filled with
humorous and frig h t e n i n g experiences. In Serbia Martin and his
travel partner were arrested and
put in [,nl During his presentation
at the College, he played a song that
was the ringtone of the fud ge in the
Serbian court; during their court
trial, Law and Order was playing on
a television.
In the same trip, Martin and bis
partner canoed across a bod y of water to find that the land on the other
side had w a r n i n g signs about land
mines in the area.
In 2013 , after the Europa Expedition. Martin decided to tackle the

Silk Road. Martin works for the National Outdoor Leadership Schools
(NOLS). a non-profit outdoor education school. NOLS leads most of
its trips during the summer, so Mart i n decided to bike across the Silk
Road d u r i n g the winter
"The subtle temperature fluctuation that in a few days time you just
won 't notice anymore. The empty
food bag. and the empty fuel bottle; the full m e m o r y card. The last
camp is the pivot on which the
experience t u r n s , from internal to
external; you will lose yourself tomorrow, so today, look at the peaks
around you. at the river current
folding gently around the bend, at
the tanned cheeks and dirty hair of
those who lifted to t h i s point," Martin wrote about t h e close of his Silk
Road expedition.
Upon finishing. M a r t i n went on
an Asia Rivers Exp edition d u r i n g
which he traveled through Mongolia , Siberia. Russia and East China
by boat. At one point during the trip,
he paddled across a river that was so
polluted , it was illegal to swim in
the water because it would burn the
hair off people 's arms. The river was
so toxic that while paddling across ,
Martin 's canoe changed from dark
green to white.
"Reentering the Pacific Ocean
was an extremely c u l m i n a t i n g
event," Martin said in his presentation as he reflected on the kilometers, time and energy that he put in
to his great accomplishment of canoeing and biking across the majority of the world.
Throughout
the
presentation ,

Martin discussed the challenges and
memorable anecdotes from all his
adventures: from the language barriers and multiple arrests—one in
Kazakhstan during which the police
asked if he knew Jessica Alba—to
going down a German canoe waterslide to watching a whirl pool lift a
40-foot tree into the air.
Martin remarked on how receiving his degree at Bates has allowed
him opportunities he wouldn't otherwise have and repeatedly emphasized how imp ortant it is to cultivate
a love for challenge.
"Big goals are insurmountable.
'Ihey seem too daunting. It is important to take a larger goal and break it
into smaller p ieces." Martin said. As
a metaphor for this concept and his

own expeditions Martin said , "No bod y sets out to build a career. A
career is reall y a series of small goals
successfull y achieved."
Going around the world by human power is an extremely d a u n t ing task, but Martin just took small
trips in certain regions that peaked
his interest and eventuall y found he
had tackled most of the globe.
"There is nobody in this room that
could not do this. You could do it, "
Martin said to the room full of over
40 students, "It is all about achieving
small goals. Failure is fun, you just
need to think, "What can 1 learn from
this and what can I gain from this.""
For those interested in Marin 's adventures and expeditions please visit
his website: Zandniartin.com.
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Ian Dickey '18

If you ever wondered what "Ken"
would look like in real life, look no further for Mayflower Hill has received one
of their own with the arrival of the class
of 2018.
With a tan darker than anything on
The RealHousewives of Orange County—which according to himself is completely natural—and a constant smile as
big as the moon, the ladies are already
flocking to this "hunk." Ian Dickey, a
defensive back on the football team, is
definitely one of the most interesting
additions of this years' entering class to
the community.
Bom and raised in South Hamilton,
Mass., Ian has always had one passion in
life: football. He has been able to throw a
football since before he could walk, and
the sport has been an integral part of his
life ever since.

Chantal Naegli '18
Chants, Chanty, Chanteesha:
these are just a few of the many
nicknames her friends love to give
her despite her disapproval.
If Chantal could describe herself
in one word it would be "livel y" as it
shows in her bubbl y personality and
outgoing nature. A native of Montclair, N.J. with a Swiss father, she is
your not-so-typical girl next door.
With years of experience rowing
at Montclair Hi gh School , Chantal
hopes to row for the Colby Women's
Crew team.
Chantal is never afraid of trying
new things! She also plans to lend
a helping hand in the Waterville
community; she is app lying to be

He graduated from Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School in 2014
where he was one of the stars on the
football team. This year at at the College, Ian is determined to hel p bring the
Mules to victory.
Ian is fluent in sass, and rumor has it
he was crowned die "king of wit" during his COOT. He likes to spend his
days off chilling with friends, but he
doesn't mind going to the occasional
party—and by occasional"we mean at
least three times a week.If you by some
improbable chance have failed to spot
this "magnificent gem of a man" in the
appartments or in Heights during the
weekend, it's probably time to cancel
your Netflix subscription and step outside for a bit!
If you're interested in starting a conversation with Ian, football is always a
good starting place. Although his one
true love is football, Ian has other inter-

eststoo!
A fledgling Economics major and
a keen scientist, Ian loves to talk about
chemical equations. Although the football team absorbs most of his time, he
is looking forward to doing some community service with the volunteer center and plans to fulfill a deep calling by
joining the quilting club!
So if you see him skippingaround the
campus(he is a strong advocate that this
is the most effective form of locomotion) don't hesitate to say hi!

a mentor for Colby Cares About
Kids (CCAK).
If she's not down at the Hume
center rowing, in class or in the
dining hall , Chantal is most likel y
be kicking back with her friends in
her room jamming out to music.
Having never been interested
in math and science, Chantal says
she is likel y to end up majoring
in anthropology or English over
anything that involves numbers
and grap hs!
Although she is not currentl y
taking an art class , Chantal is very
passionate about art and can 't
imagine a life where she is not able
to draw and paint.
Despite the fact that Chantal is
very compassionate and kind and

often goes out of her way for others ,
she falls victim to RBF (Resting
B'tch Face), which often misleads
people to think she is constantl y in
a bad mood!
Chantal is doing her best to fight
RBF, so don't be afraid to say "hi to
her if you see her on the quad. She
has promised to smile and wave to
every person who greets her following this article!

Some quick facts about Ian:
Favorite Film: Sherlock Holmes
(with RobertDowney Jr.)
Favorite Band Black Stone Cherry
FavoriteSports Team:New England
Patriots
Favorite Food:Chocolate
Written by Filip Montgomery 18

Star sign: Cancer
Favorite Film: Parent Trap
Go to Outfit: Jeans short and
T-shirt
Favorite Food: Mac and Cheese
Birthday:June 29th 1996.
Written by Filip Montgomery ' 18

Wamsleyaccepted as First years abroad: A brief on
YoungAmbassador the class of 2018 Feb-Frosh
BY KATHLEEN CARROLL
News Staff

The German Academic Exchange
Service or in German Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD) is
the largest organization that promotes
international academic cooperation in
Germany. One of the ways the DAAD
does this is, through the selection of
Young Ambassadors who promote the
program. Christine Wamsley ' 15 is one
of the 33 DAAD Young Ambassadors
selected this year.
Wamsley said that
her role as a Young
Ambassador is to "pass
information to other
students on German
study abroad opportunities...and encourage them to consider
travelling to Germany "
Wamsley has traveled
to Germany a number
of times, including two
exchange trips in high
school, two summers
and a JanPlan before
she chose to study
abroad in Munich during the fall of 2013.
Wamsley's double
major m biochemistry and german
studies prompted her to spend her semester in Munich doing research at the
Deutsches Museum, the largest science
and technology museum in the world.
Wamsley explains that, "as a science
major, 1 had to find a program that
would tie into my Biochemistry requirements. ..[so] I decided to use the
semester in order to get my research
requirement done."
At the museum , Wamsley worked
in an open lab, where onl y a waisthigh piece ot glass surrounds the lab
area , enabling visitors of the museum
to ask questions and view the Scientists* in action. Wamsley said that this
form of research "was a great opportunity tor me to meet new people and
also practice my German and scien-

tific communication."
Once she returned to the College,
the Office of Off-campus Study informed Wamsley about the DAAD
Young Ambassador program , and
Wamsley decided to apply. Wamsley
explains that the "DAAD has no set
requirements for what students must
do, besides spending some amount
of time in Germany; it is really about
being active in all things related to german studies."
Once Wamsley was accepted into
the program, she attended a three-day
training session in
New York City for all
33 of the 2014 DAAD
Young Ambassadors.
While, she learned
about the many programs offered by the
DAAD as well as ways
to market these opportunities to students
on campuses across
the US.
In addition to
learning about the
opportunities DAAD
has to offer, Wamsley enjoyed meeting
"other students who
had similar interests .
We really bonded over our shared experiences."
As a DAAD Young Ambassador,
Wamsleyorganizes events each semester to promote Germany 's many study
abroad opportunities. While the ideas
are still in their early stages, Wamsley
plans to have an information session
about stud ying abroad m Germany,
as well as organizing "events in collaboration with the German Club [to]
encourage student interest in Germany
and study abroad in Germany."
After graduation this upcoming
Spring, YVamsley hopes to return to
Germany for one year. "[In Germany]
I may continue my research or teach
throug h some sort of scholarship before going to medical school," Warns
ley said.

[Wamsley]
spent her
semester in
Munich doing
research at
the Deutches
Musuem.

BY S IMONE LEUNG
News Staff

For Feb-Frosh who spend their first
semester of college abroad in Salamanca, Spain or Dijon , France, arriving on campus in JanPIan and meeting new classmates who know much
more about life at the College than
they do can be intimidating. However,
for many students, the First Semester
Abroad (FSA) Program not only was
an enriching experience, it also played
a large role in affecting their college
careers and approach to friendships
once they were back on campus.
Many Feb-Frosh were initially disappointed with their conditional letters of acceptance. Lindsay Freter 15
explained that Feb Frosh do not get to
decide whether they go abroad or not.
She said, "Electing to go on the trip is
an option when a student app lies to
Colby, but normall y the offer comes
with your acceptance to [the College],
which was what happened to me."
Speaking about her own reaction
to the Colleges olfer, she said, "When
I first got my FSA acceptance, I have
to be honest and say that I was more
angry than anything. I remembered. .. my interviewer [telling]
me about the program when 1 [was]
interviewed, and thought that it was
an absolutel y insane idea. I was just
thinking about all the factors that
everyone (ponders] when they hear
about FSA, such as, 'Flow do i meet
people? How much on campus am I
going to miss? So did I actuall y get
accepted to Colby?"'
For most Feb-Frosh , this initial
trepidation quickl y faded as they
immerse themselves in the foreign
cities with small groups of about
twenty classmates .
Jared Scharf 15 described the unexpected influence that his first semester in Spain had on the rest of his
undergraduate experience: "There
are a lot of aspects of being abroad
in Spam , but the one that stands out
to me was having the opportunity to

speak Spanish on such a consistent
basis. After spending time in Salamanca. I realized that being able to
communicate in a different language
was something I wanted to pursue,
and that lead me to one of my majors, Spanish."
For many Feb-Frosh, perhaps the
most daunting aspect of FSA is the issue of not being able to make as many
friends as those on campus during
that crucial first semester of college.
However, Scharf said that beginning
college abroad actuall y allowed him
to meet a varied group of people from
all over the world. ' I made friends
throug h my host family and classes
from a variety of different countries
and cultures, and learning about our
differences definitel y made for an eve
opening experience from the begin
ning," he said.
Freter echoed Scharfs sentiments
when she talked about the support
system that she developed during her
time abroad. For Freter. the ability to
travel around with a small group of
22 students without "real lite issues ''
to deal with was a huge factor in creating a network ot close friends on

which she could rel y once she arrived
on campus. "1 think that having this
closegroup of friends to start at Colby
was an advantage...that outweighs
the fact that we missed the big COOT
trip and the first semester on campus,"
she said.
When Feb-Frosh finall y arrive on
campus in time for the start of JanPlan, there is a period of chaos in
which they are thrown into life on the
Hill at the peak of winter in Maine
and all of their classmates are curious
to meet the "new students." However,
once the Feb Frosh settle in, they are
able to take their experiences and
friendships from FSA and bring them
to campus.
Freter explained the gradual pro
cess of settling into the College,
"(Aiming back to campus was a tad
weird, but realt y our classmates welcomed us with open arms. It has nowgotten lo the point where I feet like 1
never missed a semester and that I 'm
not labeled as a Feb Frosh, and I meet
peop le that didn't even know 1 was on
the tri p. So eventuall y, even thoug h
Feb Frosh wear that label for a bit,
we're completel y integrated. '"

Letterf r o mtin Co-Editors-in-Chief:

The Artof Blekhing

This past weekend was marked with a great deal of pomp and circumstance, bat beyond die fireworks and free booze, the newness provided
by this turnoverin leadershipmarks a crucial moment in the history of
the College to address some outstanding questions.
Welcoming a new presidentis no small way to start the year. President
Greene has painted a vision for the future ofthe College that includes increased funding, an even greater network of connections, a revitalization
of the surrounding community, and "never, never settling for anything
other than trueexcellence.''
While these goals are certainly tangible and noteworthy, it was the intangibles— perhaps leftover fromthe angst and uncertaintythat marked
previousyears—matprompted some further consideration into the future ofthe College.We see ourselves—not just the Echo, but the entire
Colby community—in a moment of opportunity. There were and continue to be manyquestionssurroundingtransparencyand increasingthe
number of productiveconversationson campus.
The word "productive'' is, perhaps, loaded.Our liberal arts education
has taught these undergradsto beboth critical and self-reflective, meaning that we wast to balance these somewhat conflicting urges to help
build a better Colby.In order to achievesuch an admittedly unspecific
goal, we're hoping that everyonecan commit to opening the lines of
communication and listeningto bear—not simply to respond.
This ideal was marked beautifullyand consideredat length between
the four honorarydegreerecipientson Saturday.The panelistsdiscussed
the importance of open dialogue, the vital skill of active listening, the
willingness to accept' the complexityof all issues and the acceptability
of discomfort when speakingabout controversialtopics.These guests
represent the ideals ofthe campusas a whole:from faculty to staff to
students,we all wastthe opportunityto be heardbut also to listen.
Dialogue—constructive,two-way dialogue is perhaps the romantic
notion here. That said, a speechis no way to critique the speakerscapacity for dialogue. Only time will tell then, if President Greene's oratory skills match his capacity for active listening.With a healmymixture
of head-on-yoiu-shoulders forward thinking and the loftier visions of
what it means to be a "liberal artsinstitution^ the weekendoverall was a
promising celebrationof a new beginning for the College.
We're looking forward to the year,
Sam 8c David
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My father's commentary on 9/11

As we all know , last week we and where they did. Peop le from
ove r 90 nations were killed becommemorated the 13th Anniversary of the September 11th
cause they chose to live in a land
attacks. While I'm sure the more that celebrated these values.
senior individuals of our comFor those of us who survived ,
m u n i t y remember the day most it was also a day we never imagvividl y, the explosions and may- ined. Wherever we were, in
hem that flooded my famil y 's TV countries around the world , we
remain some of my most promiimag ined a normal day as well.
nent childhood memories. Odd- None of us expected the world to
stop, and for us to watch in horly enough , at the time , I thoug ht
the day s impact would be miniror as people—peop le like us—
mal. I had no comprehension of perished before our very eyes, in
words like "jihad " or "terrorist." flames , and ash , and rubble.
My entire extended famil y Faced suddenly with a
^N. world that we'd never
lived in northern Califor,ne stark quesM
nia , far from smoldering /j^^^
k lake\ *ma g medeacn
'
¦
downtown Manhattan , /
^or
°^ us to an~
^^^L_« I
¦Bleichk \ t'on
suburban Virginia or |^H
swer was this: 'what do
J
/ we do now?' If people
rural Pennsy lvania. The \ ^H
?'
entire tragedy felt as \ H
J like us were going to be
forei gn to me as Af g hani- ^H b
>/ killed for living as we did ,
^^¦sssf ^^
stan itself.
what would we do now?
But as those first days folOne of the people asking
lowing the attacks passed , I be- this question was
came increasing ly aware that
my college roomthe world would never be the mate, Jeff Thompsame. The attacks were not iso- son. Jeff and his
lated to the Northeastern United
lived
g irlfriend
States. They had killed citizens
in New York,
from 90 different nations. In my where he worked
small suburban town , nearl y ev- in finance and
eryone had a friend or relative
also sometimes
who had been in Manhattan or went on the road
had almost gotten on one of the to play with his
p lanes. But my greatest connec- band. On Seption to the events of that day tember U, he
was finding out my dad's college was at work , on
roommate had been in the South one of the top
Tower when the p lanes hit.
floors of the SecIn this , my weekly column , ond World Trade
I've decided to include the text tower, when the
of the speech my dad gave at first plane hit
a memorial event on the 10th Tower One. SeeAnniversary of September 11 , ing the destruc2001. While including my dad's tion next door,
he started downspeech in my section may sound
like literary nepotism , I stress stairs, but no one
that I'm not using this speech followed. He was
down,
for self-aggrandizing means. I halfway
merely wish to tell a story that when the second
continues to insp ire me in what plane hit—above
it means to be an American,
him — cutting
"We come together today to re- off all of his colmember a terrible day; but even leagues; everyone
more to consider the days that he knew from
have followed and that will follow. work. The stairIt has been ten years since wells filled with
September I I , 2011.
people as they marched down to
The world that we imag- get out of the building, while fireined on September 10, 2001 all fi ghters and police struggled to get
changed—changed
utterl y—in
up. Jeff was barely out ofthe tower
24 hours. That morning of 9/11 , when it all collapsed behind him.
thousands of men and women , He was covered in dust, and blood ,
Americans , Australians , and and tears. There were no phones.
peop le of dozens of nationalities , No cars. No way to get back home
Christians , Jews , Muslims , awoke to his flat except to walk. And so he
walked. He walked 18 miles, back
thinking it was a normal day. In
New York City they headed to to his apartment. When he arrived
work in the World Trade Towers. his girlfriend was home mourning
In Boston , Newark , and D.C., his death. And when she opened
they rushed off to the airport to the door, Jeff—covered in dust—
catch the earl y morning flig ht to looked like a ghost. They stood
San Francisco. In New York City, crying at one another. And then, he
fi refi ghters and police officers—
dropped to one knee and he asked
men and women—kissed their
her to marry him.
spouses or partners goodbye as
That is how he answered the
they left for the station. They all question , 'what do you do now?'
had their p lans for the day: their
In the days and years since , they
meetings, who they would see have married. They have a son.
at lunch, friends , appointments , Jeff has left the glamorous lifeerrands with children. The world style of high finance and show
they imagined that morning, like business , for a quiet life in a
the life they imagined , was one small town, where he teaches
filled with many more days and math. He has committed to the
years. They assumed life in all its
things that matter most to him:
fullness , whatever that life was. his wife , his child , his commuThe ideals they held , the reli- nity, and to educating the next
gion they practiced , the peop le generation. He can never make
they chose as their friends , their
sense of that day, and he will
political views, the words they never be able to accept why he
chose to say.
was spared when so many other
We don 't refer to these things good peop le perished. But in
usuall y as 'freedom of reli gion ,' the days and weeks that have
'freedom of speech ,' 'freedom of followed he has rededicated
association,' 'equality,' or 'libhimself to doing the things they
erty.' We just call it living. We mig ht have done if they had
call it life. And likel y so did lived: living a free and good life.
Each day since that terrible
t h e peop le on that day too. But
that casual belief changed on day offers each of us the chance
September 11. These men and to do good things that hel p othwomen — sons , daug hters , fa- ers. In the face of the question
of September 12—what do I do
thers , mothers—were killed that
day for simpl y living as they did , now? There is no answer other

^^^

than: I will be better. In the 10
years since September 11, survivors of terrorism around the
world have strugg led just as Jeff
has to understand what happened , and wh y, and how to stop
it from happening again. Free
peop le have come together from
New York to Naircmi , Bali to
Belfast , Mumbai to Manila , Lahore to London , and many other
places and nations afflicted by
terrorism. We have all been more
careful at our borders. We have
been more aware in our intelligence. We have been more aggressive in our response to terror. But we have been more than
that. We have looked inward;
and we have looked outward.
We have been more inclusive of
religions—learning each others
traditions , hosting Iftars together , celebrating Ramadan and
renewing
our
commitment to
religious tolerance. We shared
our
thoug hts
and hopes and
beliefs
even
more
freel y
throug h our political processes.
We
innovated
and built new
ways to comm u n i c a t e — social media—that
connected
us
to more people around the
world than ever
before in human
history.
We made more
friends. And we
invested
more
than ever in our
alliances and in
our communities around the
world. We gave
more aid. We
supported more
charities.
We
welcomed new
Countries
like
South Sudan. And we celebrated
the spirit of democracy among
the people of Tunisia and other
nations in this Arab Spring.
We foug ht even harder against
agents of hate, and fear , and intolerance wherever they lived.
Tens of thousands of us have
served this cause , often putting
our lives at risk in difficult and
dangerous p laces. We've lost
some of our best and bravest
men and women. And all of us
have invested billions of dollars
to save the world from killers
like Osama Bin Laden , and those
who followed his sick beliefs.
The terrorists wanted us to
respond in terror—to be afraid
to five as we had , and to believe
as we did. In the 10 years that
have followed , we have done just
the opposite. We went back into
our office buildings. We went
back onto our airp lanes. We
came together in our temp les ,
and churches , and Mosques.
We lined up at our ballot boxes.
We volunteered to serve our nations. And we gathered publicl y
without fear, whether to enjoy
the simp le p leasures of a football game , or a concert, or a bar
beque. And we came together
each year on this day to remember those who we lost , and to rededicate our lives in their memory. [...] Confronted with hate ,
we choose not to hate. Confronted with death , we choose
to live. Confronted with fear , we
choose to hope. We have done ,
as left did 10 years ago tonight.
Faced with unimaginable fear
and death , he kneeled to p led ge
his faith in love. Thank you."

"Pacedsuddenly
witha work!
thatwed never
imagined,the stark
question for each
of us to answer
wasthisrVhatdo
we do now? If
peopie likeuswere
goingtobekilled
for livingas we
did, whatwould
weckracfw?"

Bring Back the Books

An alumnus' petition to President David A. Greene
Speaking to the valueof a
book-fiUed library
BY A LAN TAYLOR '77
Professor of History at the
University of Virginia
Dear President Greene:
Please allow me, as an alum
(class of 1977) to congratulate
you as the new president of a
college that has been essential
to my personal and professional
development. I have remained
engaged with Colb y in a variety
of ways since my graduation.
In 1984-1985 I served on the
faculty as a visiting lecturer in
the history department. Subsequentl y, I have given four public
lectures over the years , received
an honorary degree at commencement , and was selected
for the Distinguished A l u m n i
Award in 2007. And I believe
that my career as a historian has
been a credit to my alma mater.
I also have been a stead y financial contributor , and hope to do
more in the future.
Pivotal to my development as
a student was direct access to

the resources of Miller Library.
I spent hundreds of hours there ,
particularl y during my senior
year, when I pursued an honors
thesis on Maine's politics during
tne eariy nineteenth-century.
My
experience
with that thesis
persuaded me to
pursue graduate
stud y in history
and to concentrate my work on
the earl y American
republic.
The
collection
at Miller Library
proved essential
to the first three
articles that I
published
including one that
derived from my
honors thesis.
Historical research (as with
many
other
disciplines) requires the patient recovery of connections
between disparate pieces of
evidence found in many textual
sources. Althoug h di gital collections are a wonderful supp le-

ment to books , they should not
be mistaken for a substitute.
And physical proximity to
books and other textual sources is essential to thoroug h research , AS a
student , and
later a faculty member ,
I made many
important
. discoveries
by
exp loring shelves of
< books directly without the
mediation of
a data-base.
As you can
imagine , I am
troubled
by
reports that a
massive renovation of the
library is underway
that
has removed
half of the
books,
sub
stitutinc office space for texts. This renovation began abruptl y, without
notice or consultation with any
significant number of faculty
members.

"Asa student,
and later a faculty
member, I made
manyimportant
discoveriesby
exploringshelves
of booksdirectly
withoutthe
mediationof
a database."

And it has proceeded relentlessl y desp ite the protests from
many faculty and students. Despite their repeated and respectful requests for a reconsideration
of this renovation , they have been
ignored or their concerns have
been
dismissed
as
insignificant.
Such
disregard
for faculty wishes
has demoralizing
consequences,
which will be felt
in
recruitment
and retention , to
say nothing of
teaching. The college can have no
greater source of
strength than a
shared sense that
faculty, students ,
administrators ,
and trustees will
work together for the common
good. I am sorry to see this mutuality eroding so rapidl y.
I realize that you are new to
the college and are not yet resp onsible for the profound
alteration of Miller Library.
Fortunatel y, you now have a
precious opportunity to correct
a flawed process and a limited

conception of the role of a library in the intellectual life of a
liberal arts college. If access to
books and faculty morale do not
matter at Colby College, where
will they matter?
I know many of the faculty
members who have
signed petitions requesting a reconsideration ofthe design
and a recommitment to true consultation. I can attest
that they are accomplished
scholars and constructive, thoughtful people who had
devoted their careers to advancing
the mission of the
college. The process
of revitalizing the
library can only be
advanced by drawing upon their
expertise and insights.
I hope that you and the Board
of Trustees will work together
with the faculty and students
to preserve Miller Library as a
scholarl y resource essential to
the college.
Thank you for your consideration.

"If accessto
booksand
facultymorale
do not matter
at Colby College, where will
theymatter?"

Musings by Colby's Foremost Cheese Enthusiast

Reflections of a Scared-Shitless Senior

Wait... Colby has a career center? Draughts and cheese:
scorned soulmates
As my friends will attest , I ery college student grows ac- But I am also excited for it. While
have a few loves in life: books , customed. After sitting throug h I know this final chapter in my
poetry, dance , ana maKeuf
a manaatory t-areer center Colby experience will leave me
I realize that last one may >
g^ ^ meeting, I did not feel with the feeling of finishing a
have thrown you for a /
future. great book and wishing you had
|B\ excited for the
loop, but hear me out. I /
^H \ Perhaps that was due to a hundred more pages. I'm read y
love all things literary. [_ .
^B J the speaker 's question- for weekl y pub and bar ni g hts.
1 actuall y enjoy gram- \
I J able tactics (dare I say I'm read y for hundreds of pages
mar (I know, weird). \
Hv "sass?"), or the never- of reading. I'm ready for hours
A sentence full of as- \
^^v- e n u l n g
of essay writing. I'm
sonance manes me more
read y for the love ^^»^^^^q u e s t i o n s
hate
relationshi p
excited than the news that
from
what
with this upcoming
Chance the Rapper is coming feels like everyyear. What I' m still
to Colby. Still, makeup takes a one asking, "what
close second to that excitement. are you going to
working on is getting read y to get on
Sometimes my friends joke that do after college?"
the job market. But
my favorite part of going out on Or perhaps it is
hey, we've been inthe weekends is getting read y not others ' sentiments that cause '
structed to cherish
and p laying with colors.
^*#S;A ¦
our time in college ,
So then wh y am I at Colby, an me stress. Rathso why rush out of
institution where telling some- er, it may be my
one youd love to go to school own fear of the
it? Maybe I'll end up
in school for Makefor makeup artistry would re- unknown mixed
sult in an instant jud gment of with a health y
up Artistry, or in a
"wow, how did you even get into dose of denial
publishing
house ,
or in finance (ok.
a school like Colby?"
about imminent
The answer: words , critical ?;raduation that trigger my re- lets be real , there is NO way I
usal to obsessively update my will work in finance). Regardand creative thinking, and amazing friendshi ps have kept me at Linkedln and sign up for Career less, I am determined to go into
Colby. In addition , I would like Center workshops. Career Cen- each interview, app lication , and
to get a job after college. Well ter emails refuse to cease punch- mandatory Career Center workthat , and the lyrics from Grease 's ing me in the gut every time I shop or meeting with a positive
"Beauty School Drop-Out " occa- open my inbox and occasionall y outlook. David Greene used the
sionall y haunt me. But after about have me googling "best makeup refrain "This is Colb y 's moment ,
two weeks of class , I am scared. schools in the US ," but some- this is Colby's time" in his inauI' ve never been so hyper aware of thing keeps me weighing the op- gural address , and I t h i n k it 's a
good mantra for us seniors: this
the "college flies by so quickl y; tions for a "real job.
I am still scared of the future. is our moment , this is our time.
cherish it cliches to which ev-

the love-bate
relationship

When you hear that cheese in the medieval farmhouse and
will be served at a gathering, monastery. Where cheese and
an almost Pavlovian response beer became true bedfellows.
erupts from the crowd as they Cheese and beer were made evask if there will be wine as well. eryday in the farmhouse and
I guess all those black and white monastery. Then, at the end of
p hotos of wine and cheese par- the day, the friars and farmties have permanentl y perme- ers would have a feast , pairing
the beers they brewed with the
ated into our culture.
However , the truth is putting cheeses they made.
Artesian cheeses and beers
the two stalwarts of the hors
d'oeuvre game together will were born in the farmhouse and
monastery. They have been tocause your palate to have a
taste conflict. Wine and / "
X^ gether since the Sumerian
cheese is that awkward /'
^^BK\g°d Inhanna
of demanded
cheese. So
^H ^H\ aingtribute
freshman year hook up / .
^H I \ next time
testingyou are havyou never know how to |
party,
a
a pairing
regard , whereas cheese Uichholz W^^K J
or pick
a
member
and beer are the match \
^^^^^ m
thatr e750ml
to
up
of
made in heaven.
\ ^k
^
^^malt , hops and yeast .
Let 's take it back to the \^J
jj ^^^
In order to help you all
day. Back when cheese was
utilized to sustain human life. begin your journe y into the
Back when the controlled spoil- world of cheese and beer , here
age of milk helped the Romans are a few combos that will nevconquer the western world. er fail!
Know what the soldiers were raBloomy or Fresh Cheese and
tioned? Cheese and beer. Those
soldiers may not have been Allagash White
Cheddar and Shi pyard IPA
pairing them for the taste , but
Blues and Baxter Phantom
it nonetheless proves these two
Punch Stout
foods share a colorful history.
Washed Rind Cheese and AlIf we fast-forward a coup le
hundred years , we find ourselves lagash Saison

A succinct , sassy tale of Foss e s ultimate betrayal
Colby's Cola Connoisseur

Anyone who knows me rea- pretty exhausting!
As it turns out , consuming
sonabl y well is aware that I have
a very special relationship with forty cans of soda a week adds
Diet Coke. I wouldn't go so far up financiall y. I don 't reall y
as to say I'm addicted—I could want to know how much money
stop anytime , 1 just don't want I spent on soda this summer,
to—but dependent is definitely but suffice it to say that I was
really looking forward to
a fair description.
Over the course of my S _
>. my reunion with b o t t o m \ less Diet Coke come the
freshman, sophomore , /^d^h k
\ beginning of my senior
and junior years , I en- /^H
I , ,
I tmily |year. So on Sept. 1,
joyed unlimited quan- f^H
tities of Diet Coke in 1^1
J Bemer J 2014 , when I met my
friends for dinner afthe dining halls at ev- ^H^V
yJ ter a long day of travelery lunch and d i n n e r ^^^K ^_
(and possibl y a few break- ^^W B^^ ing and unpacking, I was
heartbroken to discover that
fasts). This past summer, I
was pounding five or six cans Foss dining hall is no longer
a day, mostl y for the caffeine— home to a soft drink machine.
Heartbroken is a little bit of an
it turns out working over forty
hours a week and sleeping only overstatement. Like I said befive or six hours every nig ht is fore , I could stop anytime; I just

didn 't anticipate that time would
be this year (or this decade/century, for that matter). If I frequented uaiu or
Bobs for lunch and
dinner , I'd still be
able to get my fix ,
but the onl y thing
that rivals my love
for Diet Coke is my
love of vegetables.
Foss4l yfe.
1 spent a few days
in denial (may be
the machine is just
being repaired/I' m
sure it will be back
soon/okay, guys, this was a
funny trick but please bring the
soda back now), then came anger (what kind of person would
do this/this is supposed to be

AMERICA/thanks Obama). Finall y, I started to have some
fear; after consuming so much
uiet coke tnrougnout the summer ,
along with copious
amounts of coffee,
I was expecting to
have some pretty
nasty headaches as
I adjusted to significantl y lower blood
caffeine content.
But as the first
week of classes went
on, I realized that
I didn 't need Diet
Coke as much as l thought, Now.
don 't get me wrong—I still think
Diet Coke is the beverage of champions, but it is always a treat to get
from the Spa or vending machine

'Tinsis
supposed
tobe
AMERICA?

or Dana on the weekends. But
I'm happy to say that my overall
consumption has decreased from
more than two liters a day to a
sing le can or bottle now and then.
So. althoug h I miss the easy,
unlimited access 1 had to Diet
Coke in Foss the past three years.
I have to admit it 's not as awfu l
as I expected. The lack of soda
has made me drink more water ,
which is always a p lus , and it
aspartame turns out to actuall y
cause cancer then my bod y wi ll
definitel y thank me down the
road (althoug h at this p o i n t , its
probabl y too late for me).
P.S. If you ' re a Pepsi tan . I
don ' t understand you and I never will. Bye.

Art installation promotes dialogue on gun violence
By KATHBRINE K YRIOS
News Staff
On Sept. 9. Amnesty International lined 250 empty chairs
across Miller Lawn to symbolize the n u m b e r of seats left
empty for the start of the school
year due to gun violence. Each
chair held the name of a student
killed within a one-year period
after the horrific elementary
school shooting in Newtown,
Connecticut.
Outside the Pug h center, another ten chairs represented ten
young men killed by police violence in the U.S. this past year.
Both visual representations
were set up to hig hlig ht the issues of gun and police violence
throug hout the U.S. and to promote the Diversity Dialogue
Dinner on the shooting of Michael Brown, an unarmed black
teenager who was fatally shot
this past August in Ferguson,
Missouri.
A m n e s t y International leader
A q u i b Yacoob 15 spoke about
the chair exhibit and d i n n e r
as opportunities to open up a
dialogue around these issues
of violence: "There 've been a
lot of conversations—rallies ,
protests.
demonstrations—
we ' re hoping to build on that
m o m e n t u m to c o n t i n u e those
conversations in a progressive
way and a productive way here
at Colb y." Yacoob said.
The Pug h Center hosted t h e
d i n n e r along with A m n e s t y
International. Other groups,
SOBHU.
including
CCOR,
MOKA. GQ and the Feminist
Alliance
partnered together
for the event as well. For Yacoob . the d i n n e r provided an
important
space to engage
in dialogue and q u e s t i o n i n g
about the intersection between
race and police violence: "What
does it mean when a police officer kills an u n a r m e d black
kid? What does that mean for
us . as a n a t i o n and a society? "
he said.
The chair exhibit and d i n n e r
are just two events out of many
that A m n e s t y I n t e r n a t i o n a l has
p lanned for this year. Amnesty 's
t h e m e o f t h e year is d i s c n m i n a
turn, a " wide umbrella '' Yacoob

said, enabling the club to exp lore a variety of issues including d i s c r i m i n a t i o n based on
race, gender, age and citizenship. The related and interconnected issues of gun violence,
police brutality and the criminalization of men of color are
also major focuses for Amnesty.
To keep the dialogue on gun
violence going. Amnesty International has invited the Executive Director of Million Hoodies . Dante Barry to speak on
campus. The organization was
created after the death of Trayvon Martin and works to spread
awareness about gun violence.

"They were able to mobilize
over a million activists online
to say this is an important issue and to start to enact change
around discrimination policies,
criminalization and gun violence in the U.S," Yacoob said.
Barry will talk about discrimination moving beyond Ferguson and how to continue the
conversation moving forward.
The event will take p lace on
September 18, at 7 p.m. in Page
Commons and is open to everyone. Amnesty is promoting the event in Waterville and
neig hboring towns in hopes of
engaging the local community.

Including the surrounding area
in the conversation is particularl y important after just a few
weeks ago , the Morning Sentinel posted a front-page article
on a local candidate for Waterville City Council who had
been organizing rallies in support of the police officer who
killed Michael Brown. "This is
a conversation that needs to go
beyond our campus, and I think
we as students can be agents to
take that outwards and engage
in this dialogue " Yacoob said.
The administration has been
"incredibl y supportive" Yacoob
said , with funding and other

aid for Pug h Center events.
Typicall y, structures are not allowed on the quad, but Yacoob
received permission from the
President 's Office to put the
chairs there with no questions
asked. "This is one of the things
that excites me the most about
Colby. You 're a student and you
have an idea, you plant the seed,
and you have the support."
Yacoob hopes these events
on gun violence will introduce more students to the
Pug h Center and hel p them
view the Center as a welcoming and safe p lace to discuss a
variety of issues. "I reall y hope
that this event and this series
of events can serve to welcome
our larger community into the
Pug h Center. This is a space for
these kinds of conversations , a
safe space for everyone on campus and a space that everyone
should be encouraged to come
and discuss these issues that are
relevant not onl y in our society
but in our everyday lives."
Most importantl y for Yacoob
is that these important conversations , particularl y on gun
violence, maintain their momentum. "1 feel at Colby we
often host big events, we bring
great speakers, we talk about
something for one evening, we
have dinner with that person,
it 's great to get fired up, we get
excited and then we move on to
topic number two of the year. I
don 't want that to happen."
In order to keep the dialogue
going. Campus Conversationd
On Race (CCOR) will provide
opportunities in its weekly meetings to continue discussions on
gun violence.
Yacoob hopes
these conversations will expand
to discuss not onl y gun violence
c o m m i t t e d against black men.
but also issues of gun violence
surrounding women and suicide.
The first CCOR meeting
proved a huge success and set
the tone for further discussions
on gun violence this year. Yacoob said. "I walked away from
that meeting, [with] my mind
blown and open in so m a n y
ways. I was able to see the [issues] in so many different lig hts
that 1 hadn 't before. That 's the
importance of dialogue. We
need that. "

Powder & Wig starts season with Kiss Me Kate

duct ton process begins much
earlier in the year. Prospective
di rectors submit their proposals
to the Powder and Wig board in
With the start o f t h e new school
the spring. Once the play is choyear comes Powder and Wig 's sen, the director puts together a
annual One Week musical. For tech team and reviews the script
this fall, the board those to put
numerous times over the sumon Kiss Me Ka te, a witty comed y mer. Jensen wanted to direct a
lot lowing two ill tempered lovshow that could highlig ht each
ers anu men cnatasi memoer s talents, whether it be
otic lives in show
business . Director
singing, dancing ,
and choreograp her
acting or working
h m i h e Jensen ('15)
as a erewmember.
the
As Jensen stated,
emp hasizes
value of the One
the One Week
Week .
explainmusical is about
"having as many
ing how "it 's a reall y great way for
(as
we
peop le
freshmen who are
can] on stage, and
interested in thehig hlighting
the
ater to get to know
fact that they love
the club in a quick
to perform. "
way. '
She
also
Besides
the
mentioned
how
daunting
technithe shows t i m i n g
cal rehearsals that
is beneficial for
took place two
students w h o want
days before opento get involved being night. Jensen
fore other campus
had little to say
clubs and activities
about
the stressEmilie Jensen '15
start to pick up.
ful aspects of diDirector
recting the show.
Although
the
musical itself is
" fhankfully
my
put together with
team was so great
in the span ol a week, the pro
so n wasn t so stressful
By S ARA H BOLAND
Ne ws Staff

"it's a really
great way for
freshmen
who are interested in theater to get to
know the club
in a quick
way."

Kiss Me Kate opened on Sept.
14 to a packed house In Runnals
Theater. The show was tilled with
lots of .singing, dancing and theatrical wit. It was obvious that
the P&W team knew how to keep
their audience laughing, using an
array of slapstick p h ysical comed y
and quick-witted lines throu g hout
the span of the play. In addition
to the large amount of first years
participating in the production
(something uncommon for the
One Act productions), this was
the first time P&W had ever collaborated with the student dance
group Hypnotik for a show, which
provided two dance numbers for
KISS Me Kate.
Carli Jaff (16 '). who has participated in all three of the One
Week musicals that have taken
place during her time at Colb y
said, "Working with H ypnotik
was a great experience. I t h i n k
i n v o l v i n g t h e m in the cast was a
very smart move, because they
added a whole other d ynamic to
the show and really broug ht it

to life."

Putting on a musical in one
week is toug h , but with the collective effort made by the members
of Powder & Wig .md H ypnotik.
KissAle A'.Jfe proved to be a great
start for the numerous productions to conic t h i s season

Unldatet's Boyhoodpottrays
adolescence in real-time
and weird but at times it felt like
that message was being shoved
down our throats. But Linklater
deliberatel y opted for a more obvious delivery, and those scenes
stayed in the film. The movie
explores many aspects of growing up. including the ug l y parts
of that transformation. If we're
going to enjoy the hi g hs, we will

Boyhood, a d o c u m e n t a r y sty led film directed by Richard Linklater, follows the life
of Mason Evans Jr. (Ellar Coltrane) from the age of six to
his freshman year of college.
What sets Boy hood apart from
the numerous and often m u n dane coming of age films is
that it was shot using the /
same actors over the /
course of twelve years , / ... .
allowing the actors to I [
age alongside their \D'Ag«
characters.
\
Boy hood has a simp le \
premise: Mason grows ^
up moving from city to city
within the state of Texas, accomp anied b y his divorced
mother Olivia (Patricia Arquette) and sister Sam (Lorelei
Linklater) whilst keeping in
touch with his father . Mason Sr.
(Ethan Hawke). There is nothing spectacular about the story-

^

line. No big reveals or surprise
murders. Rather , Linklater elevates Boyhood to a new level
b y keeping it authentic. Mason
asks his father if mag ic and
elves exist. Magic exists, his
father tells him .lmt not like in
the fairytales. As he gets older ,
Mason questions the need
his
\ for a Facebook
fistpage and
^^V shakes
at the
H f c \ government.
These
le
moments
find
simp
jggl J
y J easy connections with
^mJ the audience throug h
^W its honest portrayal of
growing up.
Yet similar to Masons uncomfortable encounters with
puberty, the film has its awkward moments. It can get relativel y uncomfortable to watch
Mason and his sister Sam learn
about condoms and rant about
government conspiracies. Yes .
teenagers are cynical, jade ,

divorces, and lost loves. And
still , it 's strange to t h i n k a whole
childhood can be summed up
in less than three hours. Olivia
is rig ht , there 's never enough
time. What is the meaning of it
all? Boy hood doesn ' t g ive an answer. It poses the question.

"There is
nothing spectacular about
the storyline.
No big reveals
or surprise
murders.
Rather, Linklater elevates
Boyhood to
a new level
by keeping it
authentic"
have to grit our teeth throug h
the lows.
There is a scene near the end
of Boyhood where the Mason
and his mother say goodbye before he heads off to college. It
doesn ' t go as expected , as Olivia
soon realizes that her life has
flown by her. leaving her feeling
lost and alone. With this , she becomes emotional and sadl y ex-

fOKAS '
SPECIALS
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WE NOW TAKE
CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!!!
Magic Hat Elder Betty 12 Pack
Now only $10.99 + Tax and Deposit
Harpoon Summer Beer
12 Pack Cans
Now only $10.99+ Tax and Deposit
Secco Moscato 750 ml Bottle
Now Only $6.99 + Tax and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your
returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine.

207-873-6228
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presses to Mason, "I just thoug ht
there would be more ," questioning her own purpose, her relationship with her son, and time
itself. That 's Boy hood in a line.
Twelve years of human life passing in 165 minutes . There are
arguments , graduation parties ,

JOKAS'
52 DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
Front St., Waterville, ME
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Fireworks over Davis Science Center
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Dear Students
You don't know me but, right now, 1 am deeply affecting your future
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I am the CEO of a Fortune 250 company. NRG Energy, which generates enough electricity to keep the lights on for roughly
40 million Americans That 's a lot and that s a good thing Indeed, all of us at NRG are very proud that what we do enables the
interconnected lifestyles that define the human experience m the 21 st century
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But we at NRG are concerned that the predominant fuels we and the other companies in our industry are using - and have
used since the time of Thomas Edison - to keep you energized are ultimately exhaustible and. of even greater and more
immediate concern, are having a damaging and potentially irrevocable impact on the world that you are in the process of
inheriting from us and ultimately will bequeath to your own children
How immediate?
A remarkable consensus ofthe world s leading scientists and academic experts, some of which come from your own
university, tell us that we need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80 percent (from present levels) by 2050 in order
to avoid potentially catastrophic harm to the earth s environment In a growing world that size reduction is breathtakmgly
difficult to accomplish You can be assured that it won't "j ust happen."
Now I am pretty sure that you don t spend much of your day worrying about the state of the environment 36 years from now
and that is a good thing If life has taught me one thing so far. it is that you should try to live in the moment" to the fullest
extent possible
But spare one of those moments now to think about where you wilt be in 2050.
Youwill bemyourmid-50s. which happens to be the age lam right now While it may seem to you. at your age. like I am. at my
age. 'near dead.' I naturally see my situation differently. Indeed. I feel like I am in the prime of my life with much to look forward
to You will feel the same in 2050 And I am pretty sure that the earth you hope to inhabit then looks much i;ke the remarkable,
magical place it is now
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The irony is that an old guy like me thinks about 2050 everyday Perhaps even more worth considering is that every day
decisions are being made by me and people like me that will deeply impact you in 2050 Decisions are being made to build
multi-billton dollar power generation facilities and related infrastructure - some clean, some not so clean - that will still be
fulfilling your energy needs in 2050 and wh le you wlH certairl y enjoy the fruits of Our labor you also will have to live with any
negative side effects. We can invest now to mitigate against the future systemic risk of climate change or we can keep doing
what we are doing and kick the can down the road to you.
See that's the thing.
Whether it be carbon capture, distributed solar, smart thermostats or electric vehicles, the technology exists now to bring
about a clean energy economy and a sustainable society But it is always easier in an established society to perpetuate the
status quo than it is to effect change What we need is for you to demand control over your own energy choices so that you
can make the choices that are right for you and your generation.
It should be clear to you by now that the political leaders of my generation will not act to protect your future interest , so you
must. You are not powerless You are trend setters, thought leaders, and. importantly for the purpose of this matter, enduse energy consumers Our capitalist system, which will respond to the consumer demands of any significant portion ofthe
public , is particularly responsive to the demands of your generation. You will be here, consuming, for a long time.
Your peers In other countries have used the tools and extraordinary interconnectivity of your generation to liberate entire
nations from despotic governments, to bring to light corruption and injustice., to launch popular movements. And that is what
we need now. a popular movement that is not destructive or nihilistic but constructive and highly focused on overcoming the
transcendent challenge of climate change
What has made America great has been that every generation of American leadership has risen to the defining challenge of
its era You are the next generation of American leadership Climate change is your defining challenge In the natural order of
things, it would not yet be your time to lead But the clock is ticking on climate and the world just can't wait any longer. So you
must act
The time to begin Is now.

David Crane
President and CEO. NRG Energy
ONRGDavidCrane
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Athletic Director Zalot resigns
BY DANN Y KOSSOW
News Staff

After seventeen years in the Colby
Athletic Department, Marcelia Zalot
has decided to move on. Zalot began at
Colby as the Associate Athletic Director and later transitioned to her current
post of Athletic Director where she has
served for the past thirteenyears. Her
resignation, effective at the end of the
calendar year, marks the end of an administrative era in Mules athletic history,as wellas in her own career.When
asked why she decided to step away
she responded simply, "It's just time
for some new challenges and new opportunities. I've been here a long time,
seventeen years."
Zalot arrived on campus in the fall of
1997 when the New England SmallCollege Athletic Conference (NESCAC),
still a loose conglomeration of likeminded schools, had not yet formalized
into a playing conference. Under the old
system, the NESCAC schoolsdid not
compete on an annual basis. It was Zalot's job to create the schedules for most
of Colby's teams, which was no easy
task. "Soccer had fourteen games," Zalot explained, "and you basically called
people you knew and hoped theywould
play you." More often than not, this
meant competing against Local schools,
as colleges in southern New England
were reluctant to travel to Maine. "We
always played Bates and Bowdoin because theyre an hour down the road...
Amherst wouldn't come here. Williams
wouldn't come here. Many ofthe Connecticut schools wouldn't come here.

They said, yeah, maybe we'll play you,
but you've got to come to our place."
All this changed in 2000 as the NESCAC formalized into a legitimate
playing conference. This move obliged
Amherst and Williams to commute to
Waterville,but it also meant playing the
best Division HI teams in the country.
"It's a great conference.. .and it's a super
competitive conference" noted Zalot.
The end of the 2000-2001 academic year marked a new beginning in Zalot's career. Dick Whitmore, legendary basketball coach
and then-AD, resigned, and the
administration picked their Associate Director to usher Colby into
the new age of collegiate athletics.
The increased competition meant
increased standards for Colb y 's
sports teams, and Zalot was responsible for establishing the right
foundation. She understood that
in order to compete with the NESCAC's best, Colby would have to
put an onus on recruiting. "[The]
NESCAC is ultra competitive at
such a high level, such a high national level these days, that if you
can't find the talent , identify the
talent , work with the talent to get
students interested in Colby, and
then yield that talent... you will
not have success."
Despite the challenges of recruiting against better-funded
athletic programs such as Amherst
and Williams, many of Colby 's 32
varsity sports have seen success
during Zalot 's tenure. When asked
about favorite memories of success
Zalot recalled the 2003 women's

News Staff

The Colby Football Team is in the
midst of preparing for another successful season on Mayflower HilL After
last years season, which saw the squad
go 4-4 despite great offensive capability that led to an over 25-point score
differential, the Mules are looking to
improve and contend for the NESCAC
title. The season opens September 20th
against the Trinity College Bantams.
The team is also eager to avenge last
seasons Hail Mary loss to Bowdoin
College after beating Bates College

weeks earlier, thus costing them the
Colby-Bowdoin-Bates Championship.
However, the team only graduated
three seniors last year, which should
make for a successful season as they
return many of their starters.
The boys know the trip to Hartford
wont be for pleasure - itll be strictly
business. Sophomore wide receiver
Ryder Arsenault '17, says, "It's going be
tough. Those guys are hard to beat at
home. Its their season opener too and
we know they'll pack the stands. However, we've been lookingforward to it all
summer and training with those guysin
mind. Its going to be a battle but we feel
confident in our abilities and we are ex-

The NFL This Week
Dan Nesvet
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s b i c c l if a ^b w w t o i t e) h < M t u a d 4 & t t i n Sf a i n 1 0 i h c P a u a o m i rowing team winning the National
Championship, thoug h she could
easily have rattled offten more.
In looking ahead to the next era
of Colby athletics, Zalot foresees
the challenges of a changing world,
but she believes the athletic department is in a good place to face them
head on. She is confident that the
rig ht head coaches are in place,
and that the growing number of
assistant coaches will prove to be
critical assets as eyes, ears, and
mouths on the field and recruiting
trail. Overall , Zalot seemed satisfied with Colby 's sustained development as an athletic program.
"There have been some things
that I 've accomplished that I feel
good about , and I feel like our
programs, for the most part , are
moving in a good direction. So
from that stand point it feels like I
could leave it in a decent place for
the next person."

Colby Football looking ahead
BY HENRY HOLTZER
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cited to go down there and show them
what Colby Football is all about"
The team was left with some uncertainty after Justin Ciero '16, last year's
starting quarterback, transferred.However, those who trul y bleed Mule
blue and grey know that they have a
secret weapon waiting in the wings
in Gabe Harrington * 17. Harrington
comes from the Southern California
area - a breeding ground for blueblood quarterbacks - and has all the
skills necessary to make big noise in
his first season as a NESCAC starting quarterback.
Sophomore running back labari
Hurdle-Price ' 17 seems amped
about the new season, especially
on the offensive side of the ball. He
says, " We hired an entirel y new offensive coordinator this offseason
and he has implemented a brand
new up-tempo offensive system. I'm
stoked about it because it should
take advantage of some ofthe speed
we have on this team. Also. I know
we can exploit many ofthe defenses
on our schedule using it, since a lot
of teams aren 't used to seeing an offense playing as quickl y as we are attempting to run. It should allow us
to get vertical in the passing game
when defenses load up the box, but
also throw short passes to some of

rantWeek2 performanceagainsttheMinnesotaVUdnga.
The Pats provedonce againthat they're alwaysa ciiampionshipcon
tender after defeatingthe MinnesotaVikings,30-7. After a swressnil
first drive touchdown by the AdrianrVteratm-lessVilangs,
the Patriots
defense found theirrhythmand held Matt Cassdand theVikingsoffense
scorelessfor the rest of the game, forcing 4 interruptionsasid returning a
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The Fats offense heavily showcasedTom Brady's favoritetarget. Julian
Weiman, who caught 6 passes for 81 yards, includinga aecnral-cniarter
TD TbellPatriottraowferAtoinijsfovemefr
land Raiders, pUytogSundmat 1 pm.
And now, the majorityof ray readerscan now put down the paper, as
I'm going to moveontramthe Patriots (becauseapparasitryotJier
teams
played on Sunday).
In an unfortunatetrend, a number of star players across the league
found themselvesonthesidelinesafter a Hewof injuries.
Fantasyowners
have reason to be upsetas marryof theseplayerswerepoisedto put up
hugenunibemln a aeas^satuattontorWtstongtno*e»fckmstins, quarterlyRobmGrifwifflwes
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Surefirewin;The feilnftifl|i Goto. Petite startingoff 0-2 on
theyear,the Coltehaveooe of fte
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equallyefficient offense*.KiddieCohsahouWroUrigrrt
through theJag
uars defence.
Toss-up:Ravens-Browns. Both teams are 1-1 heading into this
matchup. Last week; die Browns proved they'll keep fighting after winning on a last second FG, ensuring Gus Ghiek will smile all semester.
That said, the Ravens alwaysfind ways to come through with a win, so
you should definitelykeepan eye on this one.
Loser of the week: The New 'fork Jets (are my biases coming
through at all?). Lastweek,the Jets jumped out to a surprising lead over
the Green Bay Packers. However, they proved once again why their fans
are alwaysmiserable. Unable to muster any offense past the first quarter,
theJets crumbledunder Aaron Rodgers passingattack, and don't look to
fare much better against the Bear*.
OkfoUcs,assuiningIsUUhaveajobri«^
getting paid for this) you can look forwardto readingan AFC East recap
in next week's issue.
our skill positions like Nick Joseph
[T5] and Luke Duncklee [T5] and
let them pick up yards after the
catch when the defense shows blitz. "
Hurdle-Price '17 says that the clement that will set this team apart
this season that hasn't in ytars past is
the feeling of family that they bring
onto the gridiron. "We have twenty
more seniors on the team this year
that we didn 't have last year," he says.
"That alone is a huge change from

last year, as it adds a ton of leadership.
Furthermore, this year's captains are simply outstanding on the field and in the
locker room. We all know that with the
leadershipof safety Zack Padula ' 15, linebacker Hank Nelson '15, and offensive
lineman Connor Clancy 'IS the Mules
will be successful in not only in the game
against Trinity, but throughout the season as weD. The Mules' home opener is
on Saturday September 27 against the
Middlebury Panthers.

Rugby finds temporary solution after cancellation
BY GRACE BALDWIN
News Staff

Last November an important and
longstanding part of the Colby community was nearly lost. The Colby College Rugby FootballClub, a presenceon
campus since the early 1970s, was told
suddenly and without warning that the
Spring 2014 season would be their last.
In a meeting with Dean of Faculty I-ori
Kletzer. players were informed that the
costsof rugby would greatly exceed what
the school was willing provide for a dub
team and as a result the administration
decided to defund rugby. Many of the
players were left stunned, wondering
what they were going to do without the
sport thai they loved They decided they
refused to tina out and joined forceswith
alumni, fellow students, and parents, to
save their community.
The unified and mature response

of the team surprised the administration. Maggie Burgos '17 said that it was
easier for the team to mobilize because
they understood and agreed with the
deans' concerns about rugby safety.Over
the past few years, the rugby team has
transformed from a casual group of Kids
throwing a ball around to a highly competitive and devoted team, playing in
tournaments all over New England As
the level of play increased there became
a greater need for a training and medical
staff. As Burgos stated, "The administration wanted to respond to our level of
commitment to the game with an equal
level of commitment to safety?" The team
was able to express their feelings on the
topic widi the administration oy dem onstrating support for the sport both
on and off campus. The day after the
administration cut rugby, the team began tabling in Pulver,collecting upwards
of 1300 signatures (80% ofthe student
population)on a paper petition and over

4,500 signatures on an online petition
distributed to alumni ffSaveCoIbyRugby
was created and the team had a phonea-thon with alumni to gamer extra support and gathered personal testimonials
to show how impactful this sport was in
their Colby careers.
The team ultimately came to a tentative cost sharing agreement with the
administration. Each year the school
will contribute $35,000 to the club. An
additional $17,500 must come from
alumni donations, and the remaining
$13,000 will come from the players
themselves. This $13,000 must come
each year, regardless of how many
players are on the team , which adds
an additional hurdle to the increasingly difficult task of recruitment.
Following the spring of 2017, the administration will conduct a review,
studying the feasibility of continuing
rugby under the comprehensive costsharing agreement.

"We're still kind of in limbo right now
because we don't know where the money
will come from ,™ said Tanya Kiireshi' 17.
"We can't do anything but hope and

work really hard over the next few years
to establish a means of achieving these
funds, but we are remaining positive and
playing hard"

Men's Soccer falls in NESCAC season opener

Victorious over
Maine Maritime and
Husson early on
BY KIERNAN SOMERS
Asst. Sports Editor

The Colby soccer team has
hig h hopes for the upcoming
season. The team , however, has
been unable to get a foothold
in New Eng land Small College
Athletic Competition (NESCAC) play. Having missed the
p layoffs for the second time in a
row last fall, the Mules are looking to bounce back from a disappointing 4-10 finish.
Taking over a strugg ling offense that had onl y scored eight
NESCAC goals in the last 20
comp etitions will be first-year
head coach Ewan Seabrook.
Seabrook , who was previousl y
an assistant coach at the University of New Hampshire, comes
to Colby with extensive coach-

ing and playing experience.
Seabrook has some potential
in his attack as he returns the
Mules' top two goal scorers in
the senior duo of Charles Dupee
(two goals in 2013) and Keith
Cherin (three goals in 2013).
Seabrook will bring a new flare
to the Colby offense. He looks to
incorporate aspects o f t h e UNH
offense and has alread y hired
assistant coach Adam Perron to
hel p. The Colby defense had a
strong start last year and looks
to continue their success in the
opening weeks. Last year, the
Mules were able to hold opponents to one goal or less in seven
of their opening nine games.
In Seabrook's coaching debut,
the Mules netted three goals on
their way to an easy 3-0 victory
over non-conference foe Maine
Maritime Academy. The Mules
were led by Cherin , who struck
twice, and Chandler Smith '18,
who scored his first-ever collegiate goal late in the second half
as the Mules dominated posses-

Takingover
a struggling
offense that
had only
scored right
NESCAC
goals in the
last 20 competitions will
be first-year
coach Ewan
Seabrook.

sion.
The Mules then travelled
down to Williamstown to face
the nationall y 5th ranked Ephs.
The Colby defense held fast
for a half, but just three minutes into the second frame, the
Ephs broke throug h the Colby
defense for the first goal of the
f;ame on a 25-yard bullet. Wiliams walked away with a 2-0
victory after a mistake from
the Colby wall from a set piece.
Despite multip le chances , the
Mules furthered their offensive
scoring droug ht.
Next up was non-conference
rival Husson University. The
Mules struck late in the first
half off a header from Brandon
Fahlberg '17, who recorded his
first collegiate goal as well. The
Eag les proved to be a tenacious
opponent , netting an equalizer
and stunning the Mules. For the
remainder o f t h e game the teams
played conservativel y, until a
beautiful combination play from
Colb y 's Matt Ayers " 15 and Du-

pee netted a tiebreaker with two
minutes remaining to g ive Colb y
a hard-foug ht victory.
As Colby returned to Waterville to face NESCAC foe Tufts ,
they were desperatel y searching for their first league goal of
the season. Tufts entered 3-0 on
the year, having defeated Bates
4-0. Colb y was determined to
get their first NESCAC victory
since 2012; however, time and
time again the Mules hit the
posts and were unable to net
a goal. A marvelous defensive
match, both teams held fast.
Tufts was not able to capitalize earlier in the match on any
of their ten corner kicks. With
just four minutes remaining ,
a Tufts attacker volleyed a low
cross past Colb y goalkeeper Peter Quayle ' 15 lifting the jumbos
above Colby.
Colby (2-2-0) will face off
against non-conference foe University of Maine Farmington (01-1) and NESCAC rival Trinity
College next week.
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Women's Soccer at Trinity
Sat,Sept. 20

11am

Hartford,a

Football at Trinity

16 Self Serve Flavors and over 70 Toppinfis

E5!!9Ll @ wotervillesweetfrog
Looking to do a Fundraiser? 20% of yogurt safes during
a weekday evening will go to your organization.

Volleyball vs. Tufts

Sat.,Sept 20

1pm

Hartford,a

Men's Soccer at Trinity
Sat,Sept 20

2 pm

Hartford,a

Cross Country at Middlebury Invitational
Sat,Sept 20

11am

Middlebury,VT

